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Abstract— By definition, the practice of Continuous Integration (CI) promotes continuous software quality improvement. In
systems adopting such a practice, quality assurance is usually
performed by using static and dynamic analysis tools (e.g.,
SonarQube) that compute overall metrics such as maintainability
or reliability measures. Furthermore, developers usually define
quality gates, i.e., source code quality thresholds that must be
reached by the software product after every newly committed
change. If a quality gate fails (e.g., a maintainability metric
is below a certain threshold), developers should refactor the
code possibly addressing some of the proposed warnings. While
previous research findings showed that refactoring is often not
done in practice, it is still unclear whether and how the adoption
of a CI philosophy has changed the way developers perceive and
adopt refactoring. In this paper, we preliminarily study—running
a survey study that involves 31 developers—how developers
perform refactoring in CI, which needs they have and the barriers
they face while continuously refactor source code.
Index Terms—Continuous Integration; Quality Assurance; Refactoring.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Continuous Integration (CI) is a development practice aiming at continuously building new software [7]. When developers push changes to a shared repository, CI requires
to compile, test, and quality assure the modified software
product, so that developers can immediately know how their
changes fit with the software being developed. One of the
most promising features of CI concerns the possibility to
make the identification of bugs as well as the improvement
of source code quality easier [6]. Specifically, developers and
stakeholders have the possibility to define the so-called quality
gates [23], namely a set of constraints on the quality of the
built software that are expressed through thresholds on certain
metrics (e.g., the number of code smells [8] at each build
should be lower than a predefined threshold).
Such quality gates are de-facto the way to control for
maintainability degradation [22]: if a newly committed change
fails a quality gate, the developer needs to take action to let the
build pass again. One of the possible actions to improve source
code quality is refactoring [8], which consists of changing the
internal structure of source code while preserving the external
behavior of the system [8].
In the last decade, a number of researchers have investigated
refactoring practices from several perspectives [3], [11], [15],
[18], [19], [20], [24], [28], finding that its application not only
positively affects adaptability, maintainability, understandability, re-usability, and testability [1], but also developers’ pro-

ductivity [16]. However, despite its usefulness refactoring is
often perceived as a fault-prone activity [2], [11] or simply not
frequently performed by developers when improving source
code quality [3].
While the studies conducted so far provided some important
insights on how developers perform refactoring and what are
the main concerns leading them to not do it, there is still
a lack of knowledge on whether and how CI has changed
the way developers adopt refactoring. Indeed, CI advocates to
perform continuous code quality improvement, meaning that
developers might be willing to apply refactoring operations at
every performed change. Thus, it is worth analyzing whether
such Continuous Refactoring is an actual practice adopted
and needed in CI. As Continuous Refactoring is not listed
yet among the CI best practices [7], our goal is to study its
applicability, usefulness, and its possible introduction as a best
practice in CI, with the aim of stimulating new research in
supporting developers while doing it.
In this paper, we provide a preliminary overview around the
way refactoring is applied in CI, performing a survey study
that collects the opinions of 31 developers. In the context of
CI, we investigate (i) how frequently developers refactor, (ii)
whether developers need to perform refactoring continuously
(i.e., Continuous Refactoring), and (iii) which are the current
barriers faced by developers while refactoring at every build.
Key findings of our study report that most of the surveyed
developers tend to perform refactoring continuously as they
feel the need for it to improve maintainability and testability
of source code. At the same time, however, our participants revealed the presence of several barriers while doing refactoring
in CI context: these are not only related to time-constraints
or the fear to break a build, but also concern team-related
aspects. Finally, developers clearly point out the need for
reliable refactoring tools as well as highly-effective test suites
to use when testing for regression.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
The goal of this preliminary study is to understand (i) how
developers perform refactoring and (ii) what are the pros and
cons of adopting Continuous Refactoring through a survey
study involving developers that actually adopt CI. Hence, the
context of our study includes (i) as subjects the participants of
our survey (more details about them in the next sub-sections)
and (ii) as objects the specific refactoring practices that they
adopt when developing software.

Our study is structured around three research questions:
RQ1 How do developers perform refactoring in CI?
In the first research question, we are interested in investigating the frequency of refactoring tasks. Specifically, we aim at understanding whether refactoring
is applied continuously.
RQ2 Do developers need to refactor continuously?
This research question studies to what extent developers consider Continuous Refactoring as a crucial
practice and why.
RQ3 Which are the barriers to Continuous Refactoring?
The last research question is about the barriers faced
by developers to apply Continuous Refactoring.
A. Survey Design
Our questionnaire starts clarifying some terms (e.g., “Continuous Refactoring”). It consisted of 14 questions, which
include 5 multiple choice (MC), 6 checkboxes (C) and 3 open
questions (O). In case of checkboxes, our participants could
leave further comments. Table I reports the specific questions,
which were grouped into four topics: (i) Background (omitted
in Table I), (ii) Current Practice, (iii) Need for Continuous
Refactoring, and (iv) Barriers to Continuous Refactoring.
In the Background section, we profiled our participants
according to (i) development experience, (ii) domain of the
organization where they work, (iii) CI expertise, and (iv)
adopted tools (i.e., build and static analysis tools integrated
in their CI pipeline). The Current Practice section concerns
the usage of refactoring in CI context. We were interested in
understanding how frequently developers perform refactoring
and pay attention to code quality (Q1.1, Q1.2, Q1.3) and
which are their motivations for doing (Q1.4) refactoring. In the
section Need we encourage our participants to tell us whether,
in their opinion, there is a need for Continuous Refactoring
(Q2.1, Q2.2) and which are the factors or needs empowering
its applicability (Q2.3). In the last section (Barriers), we
explore why developers tend to avoid Continuous Refactoring.
B. Recruitment and Survey Participants
Our survey was implemented using G OOGLE F ORMS.1 To
recruit participants, we posted our questionnaire on R EDDIT2 ,
targeting three specific sub-forums dedicated to LearnProgramming, DevOps, and JavaScript: we selected these communities as they (i) allow users to post surveys (e.g., suitable
communities as Java forbid questionnaires), (ii) have a large
number of active subscribers, thus increasing our potential
audience (e.g., the JavaScript subreddit has approximatively
300 members that are online daily), and (iii) possibly include
members having experience with CI. Due to time constraints,
we kept the survey accessible for one week. In the end,
31 developers answered the entire survey. 32.3% of them
started to develop more than 10 years ago. 48.4% have
between 5 and 10 years’ development experience and 19.4%
1 https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/
2 https://www.reddit.com/

less than 5 years. Furthermore, our respondents come from
various domains (we collected 18 different domains). 25.8%
of them work in software development consulting, 12.9% in
organizations focusing on content platform providers. The
same percentage (9.7%) deal with telecommunications and
framework development. Regarding to their CI experience,
the majority of our participants (48.4%) started adopting CI
between 2 and 5 years ago, 32.2% of them even more than
5 years ago. The two mostly used CI build tools are M AVEN
(29%) and G RADLE (22.6%) (in line with previous work [26]),
while ESL INT (51.6%) is the most adopted static analysis tool.
C. Limitations and Threats to Validity
The methodology adopted to conduct our study might
suffer of some limitations. These are mainly related to the
recruitment process: we obtained 31 answers to the survey,
despite the potential audience available on R EDDIT. While
the limited time period set to gather answers might have
played a role in the response rate obtained, it is worth noting
that generally most of the answers to scientific surveys are
collected in a short-time period [14], [25]. This means that,
overall, we are pretty confident of the fact that we gathered
most of the potential answers we could have obtained.
Another possible issue might be related to the generalizability of the opinions obtained by the study participants.
On the one hand, we collected answers from people having
different backgrounds and working in different development
environments: thus, we can partially argue that the diversity of
the considered population is quite large to allow us to provide
insights on the way developers perform refactoring in CI. On
the other hand, we are aware that this study highlights some
preliminary observations that should definitively be confirmed
by further quantitative and qualitative analyses.
Finally, the focus of our analysis was consciously targeted
on the developers’ perception of the phenomenon: we are
aware that the opinions collected might differ from the actual
practices performed by the participants. Further studies testing
our findings in a quantitative fashion are already part of our
future research agenda.
III. C URRENT P RACTICE OF R EFACTORING IN CI
In the first place, our findings suggest that in CI, accordingly to its best practices [6], developers tend to assess code
quality continuously (53.3%) or at least before merging their
feature branch (i.e., a branch opened to implement a specific
development task) into the master branch (56.7%).
Such a continuous code quality assessment is often (33.3%)
or always (20%) accompanied by a refactoring, according to
the participants’ point of view. In other words, our preliminary
findings seem to highlight that refactoring is rather spread in
the CI environment, differently from what is usually done in
other contexts [3], [11]. While further studies should be carried
out to verify our findings, a key emerging result is that CI
has the potential to change the way software code quality
assessment and refactoring can be applied in practice.

TABLE I
S URVEY QUESTIONS ON C ONTINUOUS R EFACTORING . (MC: M ULTIPLE C HOICE , C: C HECKBOXES , O: O PEN A NSWER )
Section

ID

Question

Type

Answer

Q1.1

How frequently do you perform refactoring?

MC

Q1.2

When do you assess the code quality?

C

Q1.3

When do you perform refactoring?

C

Q1.4

Which are your motivations for refactoring?

C

Never — Rarely — Sometimes — Often — Always
At every committed change.
Before a release.
Before merging a feature branch in the master branch.
Never.
At the end of a sprint or development iteration.
I perform refactoring at every change (when it is needed).
I perform refactoring when some quality gates fail.
I perform refactoring when I have time.
I perform refactoring after assessing code quality (if it is necessary).
An IDE warning suggests to do it.
Refactoring helps me to improve the overall code quality.
Refactoring increases the code comprehension.
Avoid to fail quality gates (and cause build failures).
I’m forced to do refactoring.
I do not perform continuous refactoring.

Need

Q2.1
Q2.2
Q2.3

In your opinion, is Continuous Refactoring needed?
Why do you think Continuous Refactoring is needed or not?
Which are the factors that can be used to properly schedule refactoring tasks?

MC
O
O

Yes — No — Maybe
Open Answer
Open Answer

Barriers

Q3.1

Which are your motivations to avoid Continuous Refactoring?

C

Refactoring is a tedious task and/or I am not paid for doing it.
Lack of knowledge about refactoring tactics.
Lack of proper automated-refactoring tools.
Not enough time during development.
Absence of a proper test suite that catch possible bugs introduced by refactoring.

Current Practice

As a further evidence of this point, the majority of our
participants (63.3%) reported to refactor (if necessary) at every
committed change or generally after assessing code quality
(46.7%). The motivations for refactoring can be summarized
in three points: code quality improvement (86.7%), better code
comprehension (76.7%), and green (i.e., passed) quality gates
(33.3%). This result is still only partially aligned with previous
findings: indeed, recent studies showed that developers either
tend to not remove design issues from source code [3] or
apply refactoring just to make the development task they
should work on easier [20], [24]. Instead, our participants
explicitly pointed out that the improvement of code quality
and comprehension represents the main motivation for doing
refactoring. This further strengthens the conjecture that CI can
represent a precious practice to allow developers to perceive
the value of code quality improvement.
At the same time, it is interesting to note that 33.3% of
respondents declared that the main motivation to refactor is
to avoid quality gates’ failures. Continuous refactoring is perceived as a practice that should be done at every new change
to avoid to fail quality gates. Automated Static Analysis Tools
(ASATs) have the potential of being the tools that suggest
developers refactoring operations [29]. Thus, given the fact
that they are invoked during the CI process [27], ASATs could
be a useful instrument for suggesting developers refactoring
tasks at every new build.
When asked about the factors making possible refactoring
scheduling, our respondents provided us with several insights
confirming the usefulness of static and dynamic analysis. For
instance, S113 reported that she usually schedules refactoring
in presence of “warnings raised by static analysis tools”.
Perhaps more interestingly, some developers are motivated to
do refactoring when there is “lack of test coverage” (S8) when
the aim is to remove unused code that might decrease the test
coverage indicator. Similarly, S18 argued that she starts to
look for refactoring opportunities when “code complexity” is
high. Thus, they use such tools to schedule refactoring tasks.
3 The

respondents are numbered S1 to S31.

Likely, our findings go toward the direction of having more
contextual and/or developer-oriented quality-related warnings
to enable developers to just deal with those that can make
sense in a certain situation and avoid false alarms [26].
IV. T HE N EED FOR C ONTINUOUS R EFACTORING
The majority of our respondents (71%) agree with the fact
that Continuous Refactoring is needed. As mentioned by S33 ,
Continuous Refactoring is crucial because “code is not the
best in the first version”. Thus, after implementing a certain
code change, developers should immediately reason in terms
of the refactoring opportunities that might be applied. In that
way, developers “can constantly address tech debt” (S19) and
keep the quality gates always green, without failing them.
Interestingly, S14 advocated Continuous Refactoring in order to improve the overall “testability of production code”.
In other words, according to the opinions of our participants,
refactoring can have a positive influence on “software reliability” (S11), that is one of the main goal of CI [6]. Indeed, the
CI pipeline provides early feedback about defects included in
the codebase and also in case of refactoring “one should fix
issues as near to a problem and as quickly as possible” (S25).
Furthermore, most of the respondents agreed on the positive
effects that refactoring might have on the overall structure of
the source code. For instance, S30 argued that “code is like a
building site and refactoring is cleaning up the rubble”.
On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that 29% of the
participants were less convinced on the need for continuously
refactoring the code. More specifically, 16.1% of them said
that Continuous Refactoring is maybe needed and 12.9% that
is not a crucial activity at all. There are two major motivations
behind these answers: (1) risks associated to the re-structuring
of a portion of source code and/or (2) effort required to
actually apply the transformation. As an example, S4 reported
that “continuous program transformations can decrease the
understandability of the overall architecture of the system”:
this seems to be particularly true in presence of development
teams working together on a portion of source code, as in that
cases it might be critical to modify too much the structure

because it can decrease its understandability, as also clarified
by S6: “Not the best approach but it works on small teams
with large software to build”. This finding seems in line with
what reported by Hall et al. [9] on the risks associated with,
for instance, the big-bang re-modularization.
S6 also reported that “refactoring-as-you-go” can be beneficial but “takes time and requires re-testing”: “it’s really more a
matter of trade-offs and balancing risk and reward”. Similarly,
S23 explained that the effort required for “remov[ing] tech
debt may be higher than available for a given task”. Thus,
some developers believe that refactoring should not be necessarily continuous, but performed only when the gain (in terms
of quality/understandability/etc.) is higher than the pain (e.g.,
excessive complexity of a refactoring solution). In our opinion,
this is an important insight, as it somehow represents a call
for new methodologies and techniques able to recommend
or prioritize refactoring operations taking into account effortrelated and community-related information.
V. BARRIERS T O C ONTINUOUS R EFACTORING
Despite the findings discussed so far, 35.5% of developers
still sometimes perform refactoring, mainly when they have
time. In these cases, developers tend to refactor only if
serious quality gates fail (30%). Thus, while CI can naturally
contribute to improve source code quality, there are still open
issues that the research community should face. Specifically,
from the answers obtained we could observe that both developers who frequently and not frequently refactor face several
barriers while applying refactoring.
The main barrier (50%) is related to the lack of time. As
expected and as happens in traditional development processes,
developers always give higher priorities to functional tasks
rather than source code quality improvement because of time
pressure, high workload, or upcoming deadlines. This is especially true in agile projects: when developers are pushed to
deliver new changes fast, there is not so much time left for
activities considered at a lower priority.
The second barrier is absence of a proper test suite (36.7%).
Refactoring code that work can be dangerous. As showed by
Bavota et al. [2], it might induce new bugs: to avoid their
introduction, developers need a strong test suite as well as to
keep it updated to be sure that no errors can be introduced
during refactoring actions. This finding further motivates the
research on how to make test suites more effective.
The third barrier is the lack of tools for automatic refactoring (16.7%). This is in line with previous findings achieved
in other contexts [11]. In any case, CI advocates automation:
developers see the benefits of performing refactoring continuously, however they want support while doing it because it
might be dangerous. Similarly, another barrier cited by some
developers (10%) is the poor knowledge about refactoring
tactics. This suggests not only the need for tools able to
automate refactoring tasks, but more importantly for novel
techniques that can explain to developers the rationale and
the benefits behind a refactoring recommendation.

VI. D ISCUSSION AND I MPLICATIONS
Despite preliminary, our study revealed some relevant findings and provided a number of implications.
Continuous Refactoring as a CI best practice. Compared
to the results of previous work, it seems that CI is the right
context for making Continuous Refactoring possible to apply.
Indeed, our respondents indicated it as a useful methodology
to keep under control the increasing complexity of the changes
applied in a CI scenario. This recalls the possibility to include
Continuous Refactoring among the patterns [7] to follow in
order to fully benefit from the adoption of CI.
Avoid to fail quality gates. A clear research opportunity
is preventing instead of fixing serious quality issues. Starting
from just-in-time techniques to promptly spot design issues in
source code [21] until approaches for scheduling refactoring
operations. The research in those directions still require notable advances to be able to support developers when working
in a CI context.
Developer-oriented static analysis tools. As observed in
our study, developers would like to consider the output of static
analysis tools while deciding whether to refactor. However,
static analysis tools still generate false alarms [10], preventing
them from being fully trusted by developers. This immediately
recalls the need of improving the way such tools provide
suggestions: it is important to assist developers by raising the
“right” warnings that can be actually perceived as symptom
of need for refactoring. To this aim, developer-oriented static
analysis tools should be conceived.
Effort- and Community-aware refactoring recommenders. We revealed how CI developers need to perform
refactoring continuously. However, such an operation can
be very time-consuming and/or dependent on the surrounding development team allocation. Thus, refactoring recommenders and prioritization approaches should exploit effortand community-related factors when suggesting which refactoring operations are suitable in a given development context.
Summarization of Refactoring Opportunities. Some of
our study participants declared a lack of knowledge about
refactoring tactics. We clearly envision further research opportunities, aimed at finding solutions to make the reasons why a
certain recommender is suggesting to perform a refactoring
operation understandable to developers. For instance, this
might go in the direction of refactoring summarization, as also
initially explored by Bavota et al. [4].
Automating regression testing of refactoring operations.
The presence of effective test suites is perceived as a key
factor to help developers when doing refactoring. As some
refactoring operations might require to update the tests (e.g.,
when applying an Extract Class refactoring, the tests should
reflect the new allocation of responsibilities), it is of a
paramount importance to assist developers with ripple-effectaware regression analyses and methods, such as automatic
refactoring of test suites based on the refactoring applied to
the production code. At the same time, our findings further

highlight the importance of augmenting existing test suites in
a way to make them more effective.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Previous studies analyzed why developers perform refactoring. Silva et al. [24] found that refactoring is often driven by
changes rather than by the necessity to fix code smells. Our
participants confirmed the willingness of doing refactoring at
every change instead as a consequence of failed quality gates.
Other researchers have investigated how developers perform
refactoring. Among the findings obtained by Murphy-Hill et
al. [17], it is interesting to note how developers (i) perform
at least one refactoring session in more than 40% of development activities, (ii) rarely (less than 10% of times) configure
refactoring tools, and (iii) often perform floss refactoring (i.e.,
interleaving refactoring with other programming activities).
Instead, our preliminary results show that refactoring in CI is
performed very frequently (i.e., at every build), but confirm
how developers perform refactoring while doing functional
tasks. Furthermore, our work confirm that developers lack
of proper automated tools while refactoring. Kim et al. [12]
reported a high perceived risk of introducing bugs while
refactoring. Our participants confirmed the fear of breaking
the code or introduce bugs while refactoring.
Previous work adopted the term “Continuous Refactoring”.
Lindvall et al. [13] claimed that XP encourages Continuous
Refactoring although it is a controversial practice, because
it runs contrary to the widespread principle of “if it isn’t
broken, don’t fix it”. Chen et al. [5] discussed of the impact
of continuous small refactoring on software architecture, but
neither define the frequency of such changes or studying them
in the CI context. Zazworka et al. [30] analyzed how frequently
bachelor students of an XP course performed Continuous
Refactoring. They found different results from us, i.e., the
majority of them did not continuously refactor. Our findings
possibly suggest that experience matters. To summarize, the
previous work (i) did not provide a shared definition of Continuous Refactoring, (ii) did not investigate it in CI context, and
(iii) provided conclusions only based on novice developers.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper has presented a preliminary investigation of the
refactoring practices in CI. Our findings showed that developers tend to perform refactoring at every new build and need
Continuous Refactoring. However, developers still face several
barriers while continuously refactoring. For this reason, in our
future research agenda we plan to (i) strengthen our initial
results through interviews and quantitative data from opensource and industrial projects, and (ii) conceive approaches for
supporting developers while applying Continuous Refactoring.
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